Block of the Month: May 2019
* Large Flying Geese*
Here are the instructions to make four large flying geese in the “4 at Once No
Waste Method”. You will need one large square and four smaller squares in
different colors for some scrappiness. Here is the tutorial and other sizes: http://
www.modabakeshop.com/2018/09/building-blocks-4-from-1-flying-geese.html
Materials Needed
One 9 1/4” squares of black or dark gray fabric
Four 4 7/8” squares in four different bright colored fabric
Note: All seams are 1/4”
unless noted otherwise.
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Instructions
1. With a pencil draw a
diagonal line on the back of
each of the four smaller
squares.
2. Place two of the small
squares on the large black/grey square face down
(right sides together) in opposite corners, lining up
the diagonal lines.
Pin the squares to hold them in place and sew a
scant 1/4″ seam on both sides of the drawn
diagonal line.
Cut unit in half on drawn line. Press seam
allowance toward small triangles.
Place another small square in the corner of each “goose” unit and sew scant
1/4” seam again on both sides of the drawn line. Cut on the line and press
seams toward the smaller triangles.
You will now have four Flying Geese units. But you’re not done. Because of
sewing and cutting on diagonal/bias edges, they can be a little mis-shapen. It’s
important to square-up each unit.
Place ruler with 45 degree line on seam and measure 4 1/2” x 8 1/2” making
sure to keep 1/4” seam allowance at the top point of each goose (see photo on
right).
Next, sew together two pairs (press seam open) to create two units that
measure 8 1/2” x 8 1/2” each.

Contact kathrin.brown@gmail.com if you have any questions.

Remember, we appreciate DIFFERENT blocks. So if you make multiple blocks, please use
different fabrics. This BOM is due at the guild meeting on May 6, 2019. More info on the BOM at
www.mpqg.org/block-of-the-month.htm

